ADARA Networks CEO Eric Johnson Featured as the VIP
Speaker at The Security Network's Cyber Summit
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SAN JOSE, CA--(Marketwire -12/08/11)- ADARA Networks, provider of a unique product platform that enables Enterprise
IT to positively impact Net Profitability for businesses of all sizes through unified data center and network optimization,
announced that Eric Johnson, CEO, was the featured VIP Speaker at The Security Network's Cyber Summit on Wednesday,
December 7, 2011. The Security Network strives to advance security by fostering innovation through collaboration
worldwide, and brought together IT leaders from prominent organizations including McAfee, Intel, IBM, HP and others to
engage in a one-day summit themed "Protecting our Digital Shores."
As the VIP Speaker, Mr. Johnson discussed the need for secure communication in today's cyber world. Specifically, Mr.
Johnson provided insight into how ADARA solutions create ultra-secure environments, enable services to securely
communicate across multiple platforms in real time and set the path to universal services deployment. As part of that, Mr.
Johnson highlighted how ADARA addresses the issue of cyber security, allowing for the secure delivery of mission critical
information across disparate networks.
"ADARA's mission is to help organizations streamline operations by optimizing their IT resources and enabling timely
secure communication across multiple networks," said Eric Johnson, CEO, ADARA Networks. "We were pleased to take
part in The Security Network's efforts to address cyber security as we recognize security is of critical importance in today's
business environment. We hope that attendees took away thoughtful insight as to how organizations can combat cyber
security threats, while not limiting the communication process and ultimately ensuring that business operations flow as
smoothly as possible with guaranteed security. Most importantly, The Security Network's Cyber Security Summit has
become an industry leading forum in Cyber Security, and The Security Network is leading through action; ADARA is proud
to participate in providing that actionable leadership."
About ADARA Networks:
ADARA has solidified its position as an industry visionary by empowering clients to fully leverage the potential of their
networks, services and systems with timeless solutions designed to connect, enhance and facilitate interactivity that brings
greater productivity. Built on a foundation of superior performance and reliability, ADARA delivers the industry's most
advanced platforms for Information Technology. Secure and easily implemented, ADARA solutions enable services to
communicate across multiple platforms in real time, enhancing network performance and productivity for our customers
and partners, ultimately driving sales and growth. The future of networking is now.
ADARA Networks is 100 percent channel-based, offered through the U.S. Tech Data value-added reseller system of 60,000
resellers. For more information, please visit: http://www.adaranetworks.com.
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